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Dilation theory and one-parameter semigroups 
of contractions 
ISTVÁN KOVÁCS 
To Professor Béla Szőkefalvi-Nagy on his 70th birthday 
In the frame of the dilation theory, a classification of contraction operators, 
briefly contractions, T on a Hilbert space according to the. behavior of their 
powers T" and T*n as H — was given in [2], Chap. II in terms of the classes CxP= 
•p (a, ¿3=0, 1). Analogously, we may consider classes of one-parameter 
semigroups of contractions (T,), i.e., representations t>-*T, of the additive semi-
group R+ of the non-negative reals by contractions T, of defined as follows: 
SC0. = {(Tt)\ Ttx - 0 for ail x€ 5}, 
SC.0 = {(Tt) : T,*x - 0 for all x€§), 
SCj. = {(rt): Ttx - 0 for x = 0 (*€§) only}, 
SC.! = {(T,): T,*x - 0 for x = 0 (*€§) only}, 
whenever Furthermore, set SCxP=SCx.OSC.fi (a, JS=0,1). 
It might be an interesting question to know to what extent results and facts 
derived for the elements of CxP would hold true for the elements of SCaP, for 
instance in the sense that is shown by the following observation. 
One of the consequences of the paper [1] is that a contraction T which is an 
element of a finite-type von Neumann algebra si (cf. [3], Chap. V) is a unitary 
operator if and only if it belongs to the class Cx.. According to the above con-
siderations, a result analogous to that one might sound like this. 
Theorem. A one-parameter semigroup of contractions (Tt) the elements of 
which belong to a given finite-type von Neumann algebra si can be extended to a 
one-parameter group of unitary operators (U,) of si if and only if (T,)£ SCt.. 
Proof . The necessity part of the proof is evident. To show that the condition 
is also sufficient, consider the family of operators F =(T*Tt)tiR+- This family 
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is evidently bounded from below and is also decreasing as f—«>. In fact, if s ^ t 
then as (f—J)>0 and t=(t—for every *) we have 
0 S (Tt*T,x\x) = (T,x\Ttx) = (Tt.sTsx\Tt.sT,x) ^ ||r t_J2(7>|Z;*) =L (T*Tsx\x). 
So F has a strong cluster point S in si which is self-adjoint and positive: 
Moreover, S is invertible in the more general sense: x£Sx—0 imply 
This follows from the fact that v 
which gives that x=0 by the condition of the theorem. Furthermore, for every 
J£R+ we have T*STs=S. This is immediate by the definition of S. Then for 
every finite normal trace <p on si we have <p(S)=cp(T*STs)=<p(S1/2TsT*S1/2), 
from which we may conclude 
(/ is the identity operator of §). As S1'\l-TsT*)S1/2^0 and (p is arbitrary, (* ) 
implies Sv\l-TsT*)S1,z=0. Now, with S its square root S1'2 is also invertible 
and its inverse is densely defined. Therefore, S1'\l—TsT*)S1/2=0 implies 
I—TsT*=0, i.e., T* is an isometric operator. But si is of finite-type, thus 
T* and hence Ts are both unitary operators. To complete the proof, set 
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*) is the underlying Hilbert space of si and the operators under consideration. 
S = liming T* T, as t -
lim ||7>||2 = lim (777>|*) = (Sx\x) = 0, 
<p(Sll2(I— Ts T*)S112) = 0 
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